
Submission of a Research Proposal for 

Institutional Review Board  

Name of Principle Investigator__ _______________________________ 

__Faculty                   ___PhD. student                   _MPhil.  student              ___BA/BS student 

If student, name of Dissertation/Thesis/Project Advisor __________________________ 

Date of submission:______________________________________________________  

Must be submitted at least 8 days prior to review. 

Proposed title of project:  
 
Academic Discipline_________________________________________________________ 

Has the project been reviewed for methodological soundness in the discipline?  Yes     __No 

(If no, please review by department before submitting to the IRB.) 

Will the research involve any physically  invasive procedures or vulnerable populations?                

Name of Department Head _____________________________________ 

Signature of Department Head.______________________________________________ 

Checklist for Proposal 

1. You may submit the whole proposal, but you must submit: 

     a. An abstract of 250 words or fewer that provides an overview of the project and addresses    

         the  key issues. 

    b. A detailed methodology,  

    c. Documentation of voluntary participation.  What instrument will be used to document        

        voluntary participation?  Please attach a copy or description to the proposal.  Please make     

         sure the form is in a language appropriate to the population being studied and its English   

        translation. 

   d. The plan for analysis of the findings 

   e. The budget. Please attach to the proposal a budget for the research that identifies all  

       sources of funding, including self-funding, and all planned disbursements.  

   f. Please attach to the proposal the names and credentials of all people working on the     



         project and their CVs. 

   g. Details about how data involving people will be stored and kept confidential.  

   h.   Any permissions required.  Please attach to proposal.  

   i. , Any assertions required by a funder.  Please attach to proposal.     

    j. Have all necessary written permissions for the study been obtained?  Please attach to       

         proposal.  

    k.  Have all assurances the funders require been provided?  Please attach to proposal. 

2. Are any physically invasive procedures to be used?   

If yes, describe in detail and include in the proposal what you have done to ensure that 

participants understand what will happen, what have you done to ensure that no harm comes 

to the participants, what procedures are in place for any foreseeable negative outcomes, 

including a plan for emergency treatment if necessary, what procedures do you have to 

determine any long term consequences. 

3. Are any vulnerable populations under study (e.g., children, prisoners, any group of 

institutionalized persons, people with dementia, your own students)?  

In what way is the population vulnerable?_________________________________________ 

Please address within the body of the proposal.   If yes, do you have a procedure to ensure that 

both the participant and/or the participant's guardian agree to participate voluntarily?    What 

have you done to ensure that the participant or his or her guardian understands what is to be 

done?  

What specific steps have you taken to design your project to meet the needs of your vulnerable 

population? 

4.  Is there any potential conflicts of interest in the proposal?  How has this been addressed?  

5.  If any benefit has been withheld to provide a control or comparison group, will this benefit 

be distributed to that group at the end of the study?  How?  If not why not?  

6.  Is there anything else you would like the committee to know about this project? 

7. Please send one copy of this form and one copy of your proposal to  irb.fccollege.edu.pk.   


